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Digital innovation has
transformed the B2B landscape.

INTRODUCTION

Sales pros must adapt their processes to meet evolving
prospect and customer expectations. The ability to adopt
more efficient sales processes, tools, and systems is a
critical differentiator between closing the deal and never
getting a meeting.
Sales pros looking for an advantage rely on digital selling
leaders. These early adopters have embraced technology’s
role in prospecting, nurturing, and closing deals.
Here are their digital selling secrets—classified, futureforward tactics that organizations and reps alike can
implement to strengthen relationships with buyers and
shorten buying cycles. Use these confidential insights to
improve sales processes—before, during, and after the sale.
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BEFORE THE SALE
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What’s your secret to maintaining
life-long value for the customer?

ENSURE THE CUSTOMER IS A FIT AND READY FOR THE JOURNEY.
JILL ROWLEY
Chief Evangelist and Founder at
Jill Rowley #SocialSelling

@Jill_Rowley
Read Jill’s reasons to stop selling
to people who want to buy.

My secret to delivering the customer lifetime
value after the deal is closed starts long before
the “deal is closed.” I ensure the customer is a
good fit and that they’re READY for the journey.
I don’t treat the buyer like a prospect, but
rather, like a future advocate (of my product,
my company, and of me). I educate the buyer
on what’s required to be successful (org
structure, skills, processes, cross-functional
alignment, training, best practices, coaching, total
investment, etc.).

I also set realistic expectations on how long it
will take to get to the desired end state. I don’t
rush the client to signature, but rather, coach
her to success. I continue to be a resource to the
customer AFTER the deal has closed. I connect
the customer to other customers, partners, and
internal resources that can help the customer go
farther faster.
#NoBadDeals
#CustomerCenteredCentricObsessed

“Treat the prospect like a future advocate.”
@Jill_Rowley #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to maintaining
life-long value for the customer?

BECOME A RESOURCE FOR YOUR PROSPECTS.
KOKA SEXTON
Group Manager,
Content and Social Marketing
at LinkedIn

@KokaSexton
Read Koka’s plans for building
a social sales empire.

I can’t talk about how to connect with prospects
without highlighting the need for a polished
profile, be that on LinkedIn, Twitter, or any
other social network you will be leveraging. Stop
reading and fix this first. Nothing I write even if
you execute flawlessly will matter if your profiles
look like a mess.
When connecting with people on social media,
you have to forget you’re a sales person. You
have to be genuinely interested in the person you
are meaning to connect with. Where have they
worked, what are they interested in, have they
ever been published in a blog or other article?
Following someone on Twitter is easy, just hit
the “follow” button. Connecting with someone
on LinkedIn takes a bit more tact and the proper
etiquette is to send a written connection request
in which you reference the interesting things you

have found, why you want to connect with them
(hint: it’s not so you can sell them something),
and that you appreciate being added to their
network.
Once you’re connected, the relationship can
begin—again, this is not the time to pitch
them anything. That’s the fastest way to get
disconnected and lose any chance of getting on
this person’s radar again. Follow their updates
and engage with the items they are sharing. Like,
re-share, and comment; be interested in what
they are doing and while doing this you should
also be adding value by sharing content that
would be of interest to them.
In this new age of buyers and sellers the hard
sell is dead. Become a resource for your
prospects and make them want more
information from you.

“Make your prospects want info from you.”
@KokaSexton #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to reaching
prospects using social channels?

FIND WHERE POTENTIAL BUYERS ENGAGE SOCIALLY AND “LISTEN.”
ANNEKE SELEY
CEO and Founder
at Reality Works

@AnnekeSeley
See Anneke’s Inside Sales
Success Guide for global leaders.

Find out where potential buyers engage socially
and “listen” to what they are posting. Some
tips for connecting with people who could be
buyers, or influencers of your buyers, effectively
on social:
• Follow event hashtags that draw the right
people and see who is engaging on Twitter.
Follow the conversation and follow, @reply, or
retweet the people you want to meet. Have a
conversation on Twitter (no selling!). Suggest
meeting at the next break. Refrain from
pitching still; people usually ask what you do
and if there’s interest, you will find that out.

• Follow already identified prospects on Twitter
and do the same (except meeting in person, if
you are in a remote location). People without
many followers will especially appreciate the
follow and will be pre-disposed to reply to your
tweet…as long as it isn’t a sales pitch. You can
often find ways to offer help with information
or connections.
• Read what is being posted on LinkedIn,
Google+, Facebook, or other social platform
and post comments. Knowing someone took
the time to read and comment—without
selling—is meaningful and can start a
relationship.

• Follow keywords or hashtags on Twitter that
relate to your company or product and look
for buying intent or dissatisfaction with a
competitor.

“Find out where prospects engage online and ‘listen’
to their activity.” @AnnekeSeley #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to reaching
prospects using social channels?

ACCEPT THAT MANY RELATIONSHIPS NOW START ONLINE.
JOHN DOUGAN
Director of Sales Advisory
at SalesITV

@Intrepid_Sales
See John’s guide to Choosing the
Right Sales Methodology.

There are two common flaws that need to be
examined when considering “social prospecting”
as a strategy to engage potential customers.
Firstly, the skills that are required to be successful
online are consistent with those needed to
develop offline relationships. Social media is not
a silver bullet but merely a new, highly effective,
form of communication – for that reason having a
compelling, customer-centric reason for engaging
is a must.

We have to accept that many relationships
now start online. The true art of “social selling”,
especially in complex selling, is in helping the
buyer transition from their research phase to
recognizing you as the expert around what they
are trying to fix or accomplish. More often than
not this requires taking the relationship offline,
so it’s beneficial to include a call to action in your
initial engagements online.

The second flaw is that often when we do engage
with insight and confidence, we lose momentum
because we haven’t set an outcome or objective
on where to move the buying process after our
initial interaction.

“Accept that many relationships now start online.”
@Intrepid_Sales #salessecrets

Tweet this
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DURING AND AFTER THE SALE
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What’s your secret to
shortening the sales cycle?

BE READY WITH RELEVANT INFORMATION.
TIBOR SHANTO
Chief Sales Officer
at Renbor Sales Solutions

@TiborShanto
Read more from Tibor on
his Sell Better Blog.

Buying is a journey - buyers set out to achieve
an objective, and while they have a sense of the
destination, the path is not always clear. That
is where the sales professional comes in; their
role is to guide the buyer to the right decision, a
decision that is profitable for both the buyer and
the seller’s company.
Sales people know that to be successful, they
need to lead their buyers through that journey,
helping them make a decision that is right for
them. The best sales professionals go beyond
and guide the buyer through the process,
leveraging a combination of skills, tools, and
resources. To deliver a relevant narrative, sellers
need to ensure that the narrative is consistent,
meaningful to the buyer, and delivers results.
A key reason for buyers’ inaction is reluctance to
act without the relevant information they need to

make a purchasing decision. Information should
be presented and delivered in a way that not only
encourages buyers to act, but that drives next
steps and accelerates the journey.
A critical point in the sale is the moment of
decision - being able to capture that moment
and move to delivery and execution is key. This
requires the ability for the seller to present
relevant documents requiring approval, and
for the buyer to be able to sign off and move to
realizing their objectives.
Implementing effective document/data
digitization practices in your sales process will
not only increase sales velocity, but it will make
you a more effective communicator and make it
easier for your buyers to make the right decision,
namely your product.

“Guide the buyer through the process, and develop
the narrative.” @TiborShanto #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to
shortening the sales cycle?

ENGAGE WITH THE KEY DECISION MAKER.
SYL COTTER
Sales Manager
at The Sales Institute

@Syl_Cotter
Read Syl’s 14 Tips for
Managing Your Key Accounts.

Evaluating the evidence of a sales opportunity
can help reduce sales cycles, but also help
you spot problems that may lose you that
sale or avoid spending valuable time on sales
opportunities that you won’t win.
• Identify and engage with the key decision
maker. Have they told you the steps, stages,
and other people involved in the decision
making process?

• Where would you need to provide them with
more comfort in order to be their first choice?
• Clearly identify their time frame to making a
purchase. Clarify that all parties in the process
have the same view, and ensure both parties
agree to the next steps in the process.
Base your sales outcome on the evidence in front
of you.

• Ask questions to gauge how committed they
are to making that purchase from you.
• Ascertain if they have a budget, and who
owns the budget. Are they speaking to your
competition?

“Base your sales outcome on the evidence in front of you.”
@Syl_Cotter #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret for providing compelling
content to customers in real-time?

USE LINKEDIN AS YOUR POWERHOUSE CHANNEL FOR B2B.
CRAIG ROSENBERG
Chief Analyst at TOPO

@Funnelholic
See Craig’s 4 Habits of a
New Generation of Top
Sales Performers.

I recommend sharing 6-8 pieces of content on
LinkedIn per day. We have found that sharing
6+ pieces of content will typically yield 2x the
return views to your profile. Some benefits
include inbound marketing to your self brand
and nurturing; if you are regularly building
your network, then you are increasing your
opportunity to stay in front of your prospects
and customers.
Here is how I recommend you do it:
• Share great content internally. Your colleagues
are finding posts to share. Have a system to
share amongst each other. One company we
work with shares posts into Chatter.

• Share other people’s content as you find it.
Every great sales person should spend 30
minutes a day reading posts and articles that
make them bigger and stronger.
• Share your customer’s content. They love when
you share their content and you need a source
for great things to share. It’s a win-win.
• Set up a Twitter Feed to auto-share content
from trusted sources. Four of my shares every
day happen automatically which is beautiful.
When your customers start commenting on
content you shared or someone in your target
market finds you and views your profile, you are
on your way.

“Share 6-8 pieces of content on LinkedIn every day.”
@Funnelholic #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to identifying targeted
touchpoints with customer history insights?

IDENTIFY AND ACT ON BUYING SIGNALS.
MATT HEINZ
President at Heinz Marketing

@HeinzMarketing
Behind on your pipeline goals?
Read Matt’s blog for your
immediate action plan.

You know there are buying signals across the
web everywhere, whether you’re looking at
trigger events on LinkedIn or from the market.
It’s usually the speed with which you can
identify and respond to those trigger events
that differentiates great sales people from those
that become the third or fourth or fifth person
to mention something. The first person that is
able to take advantage of a piece of information
generally has the advantage in the conversation,
the relationship, and the deal.

A lot of salespeople are starting to use If This
Then That to set up what are called recipes to
give them alerts when information changes.

If you’re precise about the target accounts that
you really care the most about, there are a
number of systems that you can set up for alerts
for yourself—whether it’s LinkedIn alerts or a
service to get real-time alerts on the companies
you care about and the precise information you
care about in those companies.

I would highly encourage organizations to set
these systems up in bulk for your entire sales
team, and train the sales team on why it’s
important. Make sure to follow up with those
systems, which are great processes for sales
and marketing operations to own and enable for
the organization.

As an individual sales rep, it’s identifying who you
want to get information from, what’s the nature
of the information you want to get, and then
what are you going to do with it. Having a plan for
how you’re going to use that information as soon
as you get it is important for increasing speed
and the consistency of that speed.

“Set up trigger events systems for your entire sales
team.” @HeinzMarketing #salessecrets

Tweet this
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What’s your secret to identifying targeted
touchpoints with customer history insights?

KNOW WHAT CAUSES YOUR CUSTOMERS TO CHANGE.
JILL KONRATH
Sales keynote speaker and author
at jillkonrath.com

@JillKonrath
Watch Jill’s video for more on
beating the status quo.

Identifying and acting on targeted touchpoints is
all about getting deep knowledge on prospects,
understanding how you can benefit them, and
using technology to stay updated on trigger
events. Specifically:
• Deep Knowledge. It starts by knowing what
causes your customers to change from the
status quo. Was it something internal such as a
change in leadership, new strategic initiatives,
or an expansion? Or was it external—like new
legislation, competitive moves, or changing
market dynamics. Ask your customers to find
out what triggered their change.
• Extrapolation. Most salespeople don’t connect
these “happenings” to what they’re selling. For
example, say a company just announced bad
3rd quarter earnings. That means it’s highly
likely that everyone in the organization is under
intense pressure to find ways to increase

productivity, cut costs, or grow revenue. An
aware salesperson can create opportunities out
of thin air.
• Technology. You need to leverage technology
to track targeted companies, be alerted when
these events happen, and find out who’s
likely involved in the decision. Google Alerts is
adequate if you’re only tracking a few things.
LinkedIn is also an invaluable asset. Serious
prospectors use services like InsideView,
Avention, or DiscoverOrg for immediate alerts
on a combination of trigger events.
Once you know the triggers and the touchpoints,
move into action. Initiate contact, mentioning
the event. Share a compelling reason for a
conversation. When you talk, paint them a picture
of how you can help them achieve their goals.
When you’re the first one in doing this, research
shows you have a 74% chance of closing the sale.

Know what causes prospects to change from the status quo.”
@JillKonrath #salessecrets

Tweet this
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HOW DOCUMENT
PRODUCTIVITY PLAYS
A CRITICAL ROLE

Implementing these digital selling secrets from top sales pros
can help you build the type of strong buyer relationships that
yield real opportunities. But how can you ensure your sales
processes will run smoothly?
Using digital documents and eSigning facilitates the real-time
interaction and information sharing modern consumers have
come to expect.
Finding the right document productivity solution that provides
these tools is a key element for maintaining velocity in digital
sales processes, and enables you to provide more value at
every touchpoint.
Nitro helps move your deals across the finish line by removing
the friction typically present in sales quoting, contract review,
and signoff processes, resulting in an enhanced customer
experience and strengthened buyer relationship.
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CREATE. COMBINE. CONVERT. EDIT.

COLLABORATION MADE SIMPLE

With the most powerful PDF feature set on the market,
Nitro makes it easy to create documents from scratch,
combine multiple files, and convert between Office
formats and PDFs. Nitro’s editing functionality works
across platforms and devices, allowing companies to
achieve document efficiencies.

Goodbye workflow bottlenecks. Sharing and collaborating
on files has never been easier – internally and with
customers. Nitro streamlines document collaboration
in a seamless, fully audited workflow that emphasizes a
simple, user-centric experience.

Discover how Johnson, Price and Sprinkle, an
accounting firm serving businesses, transitioned to an
electronic document workflow to help scale operations
and introduce document management savings.

Learn how building services provider Gratte Brothers
Group used Nitro to eliminate file incompatibility
challenges with document conversion practices that
enabled greater agility and innovation.
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SIGN FAST, CLOSE FASTER

INFORMATION—IN REAL TIME

Shorten the sales cycle with efficiencies at the critical
contract phase. Cloud-based review and eSign
functionality, featuring next-generation security, allows
selling organizations and clients to complete deals in
minutes or hours – not days or weeks.

From providing field-facing reps with current,
compelling sales documents to instantaneously
updating prospect and client profiles in the CRM, Nitro’s
always-on cloud connectivity can help shorten sales
cycles and close more deals.

Get the lowdown on how customer intelligence
company KISSmetrics used Nitro to increase signature
turnaround times by 10x and saved thousands in
individual productivity and resource costs.

Explore how the high-growth ad retargeting firm
AdRoll uses Nitro to accelerate key elements of
sales and operations processes across thousands of
documents and hundreds of sales reps daily.
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DOCUMENT PRODUCTIVITY MADE EASY
Nitro is the leading PDF software suite for increasing
document productivity. Nitro’s dedicated Customer
Success team helps organizations get up and running in
hours, allowing selling organizations and individual sales
reps to achieve immediate ROI.

Proven to Create Lift

Discover how data analytics company Infer has used
Nitro to help grow its customer base by 553 percent in
one year with document productivity efficiencies that
shorten the sales process and enhance operations.
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THANK YOU TO THE EXPERTS

SHARE THIS EBOOK

Thank you to the sales leaders who contributed
their digital selling secrets to our project. To
stay ahead in a competitive B2B environment,
selling organizations and individual reps can
adopt these tactics to innovate sales processes
and achieve next-level successes.

Learn more about the connection between document
productivity and sales success on the Nitro blog.
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